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ADVANCED

OPTICS

METROLOGY
Program Manager: Clayton Teague – Acting

Phone: 301 975 6600 

Email: clayton.teague@nist.gov

FTEs: 3.0

Program Funding: $556 K 

Program Goal 
Develop and provide NIST measurement services

for flatness, radius of curvature, and optical figure

with Systeme Internationale d’Unites (SI) traceable

expanded uncertainties of 0.25 nm rms or better

over apertures up to 300mm for the optics, 

microelectronics, and data storage industries.

Problem
Current measurement technology is increasingly

inadequate to meet the geometrical tolerance

requirements of ultra-precise optics with aspheric

surfaces, such as optical elements and semiconduc-

tor substrates for fabricating next-generation

micro-electronics and optoelectronics. Even model-

ing of the optical performance of critical elements

is limited by the inability to measure parameters

such as radii of curvature. There are currently no

standard test methods or NIST measurement 

services to meet these needs. 

Approach 
We are implementing a new measurement 

capability, known as the NIST X-ray accurate

optics CALIBration InterferometeR (XCALIBIR).

XCALIBIR’s ultra-high resolution and our interfer-

ometer capable of operating at infrared wavelengths

provide a combined capability to measure optical

figure as well as subsurface damage and thickness

variations of semiconductor wafers.

Customers and Collaborators
• ASML/Tinsley

• Kansas State University

• Komatsu

• MEMC

• Microelectronics, data storage, and optics defense
system supplier industries

• NASA

• Optimax Systems

• Taylor Hobson, Ltd.

• University of Northern Carolina

• Virginia Semiconductor

• Wavefront Science 
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Radius-of-Curvature measurement of an 
ultra-precision silicon sphere
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CRITICAL

INFRASTRUCTURE

PROTECTION
Program Manager: Fred Proctor

Phone: 301 975 3425

Email: frederick.proctor@nist.gov

FTEs: 1.5

Program Funding: $433 K 

Program Goal 
Increase the security of computer systems that

control production and distribution in critical

infrastructure industries, including electric power,

oil and gas, water, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,

metals and mining, pulp and paper, and durable

goods manufacturing by (1) defining and applying

standard information security requirements, (2)

developing information security best practice

guidelines and conducting outreach activities, and

(3) developing laboratory and field test methods for

information security products and approaches

applied to the process control sector.

Problem
The computer systems that control industrial 

production and distribution have been designed

first and foremost to meet performance, reliability,

safety, and flexibility requirements. Yet these 

systems increasingly incorporate connectivity and

remote access capabilities. Industry has begun to

appreciate that increased connectivity and open-

ness are introducing serious vulnerabilities into

operational systems. One critical problem of 

immediate concern is the absence of methods to

specify and verify the security characteristics of

control system components and networks. These

are problems that the Common Criteria for

Information Technology (IT) Security Evaluation,

developed by NIST and the National Security

Agency (NSA), are intended to address. 

Approach 
To develop IT security requirements for industrial

control systems, NIST is working with industry

through its leadership of the Process Control

Security Requirements Forum (PCSRF).  Through

the PCSRF, the following steps are being taken to

develop process control information security

requirements:

• analyze currently available computer control 
system architectures, including analysis of
threats and vulnerabilities; 

• develop information security requirements, in
language and format understandable to the
process control users and vendors; and 

• translate Information Security Requirements into
Common Criteria Protection Profiles that can be
used to enable testing and evaluation of covered
computer control system products/systems by
accredited IT security testing laboratories. 

Customers and Collaborators
• American Gas Association 

• American Water Association 

• Dow Chemical

• Dupont Chemical

• Gas Technology Institute

• Georgia-Pacific

• Instrumentation Society of America

• KEMA Consulting

• Maximum Control Technology, Inc.

• U.S. Department of Energy
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Power plants such as this form the nation’s 
critical infrastructure. Securing them against
cyberattack is a top priority.
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ENGINEERING

METROLOGY
Program Manager: Ted Doiron

Phone: 301 975 3472

Email: doiron@nist.gov

FTEs: 8.2

Program Funding: $1.3 M 

Program Goal 
Provide world-class engineering metrology

resources for our customers to promote the health

and growth of U.S. discrete-parts manufacturing by

delivering significantly improved, state-of-art

uncertainty levels for industry-critical measure-

ment services; reducing calibration turn-around

time and increasing percentage of calibrations 

completed on time in key calibration areas; and

developing new measurement techniques to meet

emerging industry needs.

Problem
The Engineering Metrology Group has the largest

dimensional measurement customer base of any

NMI in the world, perhaps by an order of magni-

tude. This program allows US industry unparalleled

access to state-of-the-art measurements by provid-

ing very high accuracy and high throughput servic-

es. Improved service to our customers will enhance

U.S. ability to compete in world markets, and new

competencies will provide opportunities for U.S.

industry to grow and compete.

Approach 
This program takes a broad approach to improving

all aspects of Engineering Metrology services to

industry based on delivery of high-quality measure-

ment services with increased efficiency, coupled

with research into new measuring methods.  For

the small hole area, we plan to expand our capabili-

ties for industry-needed measurements of small,

high-relief structures (such as 125 mm holes), with

nano-force probing. In the grid plate area, we will

demonstrate world-class (sub-100 nm uncertainty)

2-D video-based CMM measurements on M48 CMM

and will provide materials (grid SRM) needed to

improve 2-D metrology in semiconductor manufac-

ture. The Dilatometer project will provide industry

with the needed thermal expansion coefficients of

characteristic, key artifacts, measured with new

system for high-accuracy dilatometry.  We will

develop systems for state-of-art cylindrical form

measurement.This year, we will begin final imple-

mentation of the new systems for gage block and

sphere calibration needed to improve calibration

efficiency by reducing number of needed master

artifacts.  Over 200 companies rely on us for cali-

brations, and a much wider audience is interested

in the information and techniques that we develop.

Our customers are important and we address their

needs through technical meetings, information on

our web site, training courses in dimensional

metrology, collaborating with graduate students and

guest researchers, and CRADAs with private indus-

try. We calibrate over 5000 artifacts each year, 

providing a traceable link to the definition of the

meter for more than 160 organizations in 40 states.

Customers and Collaborators
• Aerospace Industry

• Automotive Industry

• Heavy equipment Industry

• Telecommunication industry

• Measuring tool and machine tool industries

P R O G R A M S @ A G L A N C E

Silicon sphere fixtured on 
M48 CMM
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INTEGRATED

NANO-TO-MILLIMETER

MANUFACTURING

TECHNOLOGIES
Program Manager: Kevin W. Lyons

Phone: 301 975 6550

Email: kevin.lyons@nist.gov

FTEs: 9.25

Program Funding: $883 K 

Program Goal 
Address the anticipated needs of the emerging U.S.

nanotechnology industry; develop and deliver mod-

els, architectures, and methods for process meas-

urement and control systems that enable manufac-

turing across nm-to-mm scales.

Problem
Major industrial and scientific trends that emerged

during the 1990s will influence not only how manu-

facturing will be done over the next decade, but also

what is manufactured. The size of many manufac-

tured goods continues to decrease, resulting in ultra-

miniature electronic devices and new hybrid tech-

nologies. For example, microelectromechanical sys-

tems (MEMS) devices integrate physical, chemical,

and even biological processes in micro- and millime-

ter-scale technology packages. MEMS devices now

are used in many sectors: information technology

(IT), medicine and health, aerospace, environment,

and energy to name a few. On the horizon is the

development of nanomanufacturing technologies that

will support tailor-made products having functionally

critical nanometer scale dimensions produced using

massively parallel systems or self-assembly. There is

a need to develop advanced models, new architec-

tures, and innovative methods for process measure-

ment systems that will serve as enablers for the US

nanotechnology industry and as a foundation for

standards that support this emerging market.

Approach 
The research effort is comprised of three thrusts;

1) atomic-scale manufacturing, 2) molecular-scale

manipulation and assembly, and 3) micro-to-mil-

limeter scale manufacturing technologies, each

focused on a specific application area and problem

set. Each of the thrust areas will address unique

aspects regarding the development of models,

architectures, and methods. Throughout all phases

of the program, the knowledge learned in each of

the thrust areas will be shared with the others to

maximize the outcomes of the program.

Customers and Collaborators
• SEMATECH

• Johns Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory

• Massachusetts Institute of Technology

• NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

• Penn State University

• Purdue University

• Texas Nanotechnology Initiative

• University of Arkansas

• University of California– Los Angeles

• University of Maryland, College Park

• University of New Mexico

• Washington State University – Virtual Assembly
Technologies Consortium

• Wichita State University
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Program will develop models, architectures, and
methods that support improved human-comput-
er interfaces for controlling complex instruments.
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INTELLIGENT

CONTROL OF

MOBILITY

SYSTEMS
Program Manager: Maris Juberts

Phone: 301 975 3424

Email: juberts@cme.nist.gov

FTEs: 14.0

Program Funding: $4.3 M

Program Goal 
Provide architectures and interface standards, 

performance test methods and data, and 

infrastructure technology needed by U.S.

manufacturing industries and government agencies

in developing and applying intelligent control 

technology to mobility systems to reduce cost,

improve safety, and save lives.

Problem
Customers have a variety of measurement and

standards needs. To develop and use intelligent

mobile systems, industry and government agencies

need architectures and interface standards to

ensure interoperability, real-time sensing 

technologies for measurement and control, and

metrics for evaluating the performance of 

components and systems. 

Approach 
The Intelligent Control of Mobility Systems

Program will provide industry with standards, per-

formance metrics, and infrastructure technology to

broaden the use of advanced  perception and

autonomous navigation techniques; provide defense

agencies with the control system architectures,

advanced sensor systems, research services and

standards to achieve the use of unmanned ground

vehicles in the battlefield; provide the evaluation

and measurement methods, testing procedures,

standard reference data needed to support the

deployment of advanced technology in transporta-

tion and industrial safety systems, and in future

combat systems.

The program will use the NIST Real-time Control

system (RCS) architecture as an example of an

open system architecture for building complex

autonomous robotic systems for other government

agency programs and funds and then invest direct

appropriations to transfer relevant advanced 

robotics technology to industrial applications.

Customers and Collaborators
• Advanced Scientific Concepts

• Army Research Lab

• Boeing

• Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)

• Coherent Technologies

• Daimler Chrysler/Dornier

• Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA)

• Department of Transportation-National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (DOT-NHTSA)

• Drexel University

• GDRS

• General Dynamics

• Jet Propulsion Lab

• John Deere Co.

• Lockheed Martin

• Raytheon

• Sandia National Lab

• Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC)

• The Ohio State University

• Universitat der  Bundeswehr/Munich

• University of Maryland 

P R O G R A M S @ A G L A N C E
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INTELLIGENT OPEN

ARCHITECTURE

CONTROL
Program Manager: Fred Proctor

Phone: 301 975 3425

Email: frederick.proctor@nist.gov

FTEs: 10

Program Funding: $1.5 M 

Program Goal 
Develop and validate key interface standards, and

conformance tests for those standards, to achieve

interoperability among control systems for

machines on the factory floor and between these

systems and design and planning systems, as well

as factory data networks. 

Problem
Over the past two decades, information technology

has dramatically increased the intelligence of the

upper levels of manufacturing systems. In the next

20 years, this intelligence will reach down to the

factory floor as individual machines become much

smarter, more easily integrated, and able to com-

municate more broadly, predict results and avoid

or diagnose mistakes, use extensive in-process 

gaging, and use scientific models to optimize 

productivity. 

These trends, echoed in the Integrated

Manufacturing Technology Roadmap (IMTR, now

known as the Integrated Manufacturing Technology

Initiative [IMTI]), have great potential to decrease

time and cost to market, improve quality, and

increase productivity. However, they require a

seamless flow of information and total integration

throughout the enterprise, and today, in the words

of one industry workshop attendee, “all the links

are broken.” 

The lack of interoperability costs U.S. industry bil-

lions of dollars.  A typical robot installation costs 3

to 5 times the actual cost of the robot 

(1999 Robotics Industry Forum). The aerospace

industry also cites similar data: $10 million of 

capital equipment can take as much as 100 person

years to integrate. (Boeing data)

Approach 
The program seeks to realize interoperability by

facilitating and participating in industry efforts to

standardize open architecture control—a common

architecture of system components and inter-

faces—which is the key to connecting systems and

realizing the benefits of increased intelligence in

manufacturing. Program staff hold workshops, in

collaboration with industry and government agen-

cies, to identify the most pressing interoperability

problems; facilitate and participate in industry

efforts to develop suitable architectures as a basis

for interface specifications; establish testbeds with

real manufacturing equipment to implement and

test candidate specifications; and, in cases where

conformance tests are needed to ensure interoper-

ability, work with industry to develop them. 

The program is intended to accelerate the imple-

mentation and commercial availability of con-

trollers with advanced capabilities, and to reduce

controller life cycle costs due to easier integration

of controller components and increased competi-

tion among controller component vendors. This

benefits U.S. controller vendors and users differen-

tially by helping them to gain a competitive advan-

tage in implementing and applying advanced capa-

bilities at lower costs. 

Customers and Collaborators
• American Welding Society

• Automotive Industry Action Group

• Instrumentation Society of America 

• Metrology Automation Association 

• Open DeviceNet Vendors Association 

• Open Modular Architecture Controller 
Users Group

• Robotic Industries Association 
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LARGE SCALE

METROLOGY
Program Manager: Charles J Fronczek Jr.

Phone: 301 975 4079

Email: charles.fronczek@nist.gov

FTEs: 1.9

Program Funding: $501 K 

Program Goal 
Provide U.S. large-scale-manufacturing 

metrologists with the tools—standards, artifacts,

and methodologies—for characterizing the 

performance of coordinate measuring systems.

Problem
In general, traditional large scale coordinate 

measuring machines (CMMs) collect sparse, 

discrete-point coordinate data; the output of 

these systems is often used to characterize the 

size, shape, and orientation of simple geometric 

elements. The latest large scale coordinate 

measuring systems (CMSs) collect dense clouds

of data, with the intent of characterizing large,

free-form complex surfaces. Users need to know

the uncertainty associated with the measurements

made by these systems both in support of manufac-

turing and for intercomparison of like instruments.

Conventional artifacts are inadequate for evaluating

the performance of these systems. Moreover, the

software used to fit raw measurements to 

geometric representations of a workpiece tends to

compound the uncertainty problem. Users and 

vendors seek objective analytical methods and

tools as well as a neutral test service to assess 

the uncertainty of the measurement results.

Users (Boeing, the Propulsor Group of the Naval

Surface Warfare Center (NSWC), Large Millimeter

Telescope group (LMT)) and equipment manufac-

turers (Dimensional Photonics, Automated Precison

Inc., Imetric SA) have expressed orally and in 

writing both their need for NIST services and their

great concern over the critical lack of a research

base in these areas.

Approach 
The problem is being addressed through standards

development,  methodology research, artifact 

development, and software testing. 

Customers and Collaborators
• Aerospace Industry 

• Automated Precison Inc.

• Boeing

• Caterpillar

• Dimensional Photonics 

• Imetric SA 

• Large Equipment Manufacturers

• Large Millimeter Telescope group 

• Propulsor Group of the NSWC

• Shipbuilding Industry

P R O G R A M S @ A G L A N C E

Large Scale Coordinate Metrology Group 
members discuss methods to measure 
complex geometries.
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MANUFACTURING

ENTERPRISE

INTEGRATION
Program Manager: Al Jones

Phone: 301 975 3554

Email: albert.jones@nist.gov

FTEs: 10

Program Funding: $1.6 M 

Program Goal 
Demonstrate a cost reduction for Business-to-

Business (B2B) software integration using new

types of semantics-based measurements, standards,

and infrastructural technologies that automate the

process of integration 

Problem
The Internet is a critical part of the business 

strategy of most manufacturing enterprises. 

Internet communication standards govern the

exchange of bits and bytes from one computer to

another. Thus, the Internet enables manufacturers

to link up with partners, suppliers, and customers

anywhere in the world.

The Internet, however, is not enough. To turn 

business possibilities into realities, users require 

the integration of a myriad of enterprise-level 

software applications.  Several market analysts,

including Gartner and D.H. Brown, project that 

the market for these applications will reach 

$100 billion by the year 2005. They also estimate

that integration costs range from two to five times

the software cost.

Approach 
We initiated a new research effort, called AMIS

(Automated Methods for Integrating Systems) to

investigate the automation of software integration.

We will use emerging enterprise-modeling tech-

niques to capture interaction ontologies – the 

business entities and functions involved in the 

integration task.  We will use software-modeling

techniques to capture implicit ontologies – the

objects and information a component deals with

and the functions it performs.  We will convert the

models to forms suitable for processing by artificial

intelligence techniques.  We will use semantic-

analysis techniques to develop mappings between

the implicit ontologies and the interaction ontol-

ogy.  And, we will use knowledge bases, expert-sys-

tems techniques and code- generation techniques

to generate runtime tools that implement the

semantic mappings by converting messages

between components.

We continued development of the B2B

Interoperability Testbed, which provides an

infrastructure for interactions among manufactur-

ers, standards organizations, and software vendors.

Manufacturing companies provide integration sce-

narios.  Standards organizations provide specifica-

tions that cover all aspects of interoperability.

Vendors use the tesbed, scenarios, and specifica-

tions to assess, analyze, measure, and demonstrate

on-demand integration of their software products.

We give guidance for coordination of interactions,

develop conformance test, provide test data, and

conduct interoperability tests. 

Customers and Collaborators
• Automotive Industry Action Group 

• Boeing

• Lockheed Martin

• Managing B2B

• Open Applications Group 

• RosettaNet

• University of Maryland, Baltimore County

• University of South Carolina

32
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MANUFACTURING

SIMULATION &
VISUALIZATION
Program Manager: Charles McLean

Phone: 301 975 3511

Email: charles.mclean@nist.gov

FTEs: 8.5

Program Funding: $787 K 

Program Goal 
Establish an initial set of standard interfaces and

testing capabilities to enable distributed manufac-

turing simulation and advance the interoperability

of manufacturing simulation systems and related

software applications.

Problem
Simulation technology holds tremendous promise

for reducing costs, improving quality, and shorten-

ing the time-to-market for manufactured goods.

However, this technology remains largely underuti-

lized by industry today. A number of factors inhibit

the deployment of simulation technology.  For

example, no industrial standards organization is

focusing on the development of manufacturing 

simulation standards.  Interface standards could

reduce the expenses associated with technology

acquisition and deployment, minimize model devel-

opment time and costs, and provide new types of

simulation functionality that are not available

today. NIST expects to play a major role in helping

industry implement simulation and virtual manu-

facturing technology through the development of

interface standards.

Approach 
We are working with industry, academia, and other

government agencies to identify interoperability

requirements for simulation.  Our current efforts

are focused on the specification of data models and

interfaces for integrating manufacturing simulation

systems with other applications in a machine shop

environment. A prototype generic machine shop

simulator is under development for use in evaluat-

ing the feasibility of proposed interface standards.

The results of this work will be made available to a

wide variety of machine shops through the

Software Engineering Institute’s Technology

Insertion Development and Evaluation (TIDE)

Program.  NIST staff are promoting the results of

this project as candidate neutral interfaces within

manufacturing industries, and the simulation soft-

ware and standards communities.

Customers and Collaborators
• Aerospace Industry

• Automotive Industry

• Industrial Equipment Industry

• Machine Shops

• Mechanical Products Manufacturing Industry

• Semiconductor Industry

• Simulation Software Vendors

• Standards Development Community

P R O G R A M S @ A G L A N C E

Simulation of a Power Tool Assembly Line
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MECHANICAL

METROLOGY
Program Manager: David J. Evans

Phone: 301 975 6637

Email: dje@nist.gov

FTEs: 10

Program Funding: $2,415 K

Program Goal 
Provide full institutional support to realize, 

disseminate, maintain, standardize, and improve

the realization of the mechanical quantities of

acoustics, force, mass, and vibration. 

Problem
To achieve efficiency in commerce and ready

access to foreign markets, U.S. industry needs

measurements of mechanical quantities that are

traceable to the appropriate national and interna-

tional standards. Industry therefore requires inter-

nationally recognized calibration services that sup-

port mechanical quantities, as well as a means of

maintaining  international equivalence of 

measurement services, recognition of calibration

certificates and measurement capabilities, and

acceptance of test and calibration methodologies.

Approach
NIST, the internationally recognized National

Measurement Institute of the U.S., represents 

U.S. interests on the International Committee of

Weights and Measures (CIPM) and its consultative

committees and on Regional Metrology

Organizations in the Americas. 

This program realizes, maintains, disseminates,

and improves the national physical standards 

for mechanical quantities. The program also 

establishes the equivalence and standardizes 

the realization of these quantities through 

participation in international and regional 

metrology organizations and in international 

and national documentary standards

development organizations.

Customers and Collaborators
• Aerospace Industry

• Automotive Industry

• Construction Industry

• Nuclear Power Industry

• Pharmaceutical Industry

• Instrument Manufacturers

• University Research Labs

• State Weights and Measures Labs

• Federal Agencies - Dept. of Agriculture, Dept. of
Commerce, Dept. of Defense, Dept. of Energy,
Dept. of Labor, Dept. of Veterans Affairs, Dept. of
Justice, and the Food & Drug Administration
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The U.S. International Prototype
Kilogram maintained by the 
Mechanical Metrology Program
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NANOMETER-SCALE

METROLOGY
Program Manager: Michael T. Postek

Phone: 301 975 2299

Email: postek@nist.gov

FTEs: 11.9

Program Funding: $1,866 K

Program Goal
Provide to the U. S. microelectronics industry,

directly or indirectly, reference measurements, 

reference standards and infrastructural metrology

identified as necessary to help the industry to 

continue the historical rate of dimensional reduc-

tion and to subsequently realize its production goal

of sub-100 nm devices by 2005 and beyond.

Problem
The semiconductor, flat panel display, and high-

density memory manufacturing industries need

measurement methods and artifacts whose dimen-

sions are known with nanometer-scale accuracy. 

Of these industries, the strongest push and clearest

direction is provided by the ever-demanding needs

of the semiconductor industry. Nanometrology

developed for semiconductor applications can be

rapidly leveraged by other industrial sectors as the

applications develop.

Approach 
Length measurements in the nanometer scale

regime are accomplished by a number of method-

ologies including tunneling, atomic-force, electron,

and visible and ultraviolet light microscopes.

Computer modeling and standards development are

also integral parts of the measurement process.

Research and development (R&D) focuses on

potentially “disruptive technologies,” such as high-

pressure/environmental microscopy and nano-tip

emitters for scanning electron microscopy. R&D

work on the potential of developing and incorporat-

ing intrinsic standards using the atomic lattice, 

fabrication of sub-50 nm calibration structures

using unique lithographic techniques and instru-

ment performance characterization is also ongoing. 

Customers and Collaborators
• Applied Materials

• Argonne National Labs

• Dupont Photomasks

• E. Fjeld Co.

• EDAX, Inc.

• Hewlett-Packard Co.

• Hitachi High Technology

• International SEMATECH

• KLA

• NRL

• Photronics, Inc.

• Schlumberger

• SEM Tech Solutions

• SEMI 

• Semiconductor Research Corporation

• Spectel Research

• UNC Charlotte

• University of Akron

• University of Maryland

• University of South Florida

• University of Tennessee/Oak Ridge Natl. Labs. 

• VEECO/FEI Co.

• VLSI Standards

• XEI Scientific

P R O G R A M S @ A G L A N C E

Solving the advanced metrology needs of 
the semiconductor industry allows rapid 
application of nanometer-scale technology 
into other industrial sectors.
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PREDICTIVE

PROCESS

ENGINEERING
Program Manager: Kevin Jurrens

Phone: 301 975 5486

Email: kevin.jurrens@nist.gov

FTEs: 9.5

Program Funding: $1.7 M 

Program Goal 
Establish an integration framework for sharing pre-

dictive knowledge about machining processes and

resources with engineering and control systems

using a standard semantic-based process represen-

tation and validated physics-based models for

milling and turning. 

Problem
Manufacturing process parameters, such as

machining speeds, feed rates, and tool selection,

are typically chosen by costly, trial-and-error 

prototyping, resulting in solutions that are often

sub-optimal. There are two principal barriers to

reductions in manufacturing process inefficiencies:

lack of access to validated, physics-based models of

the manufacturing processes when key engineering

decisions are made; and lack of simple mechanisms

to enable exchange of process information among

manufacturing systems. 

Approach 
The program will build a foundation for “first part

correct” manufacturing based upon a science-based

understanding of material removal processes,

advanced process metrology methods, validated

analytical models to predict process performance

and optimize manufacturing decisions, and 

rigorously-defined representations for 

manufacturing process information. Program

results will be integrated and demonstrated 

through a prototype integration framework for

sharing predictive process knowledge.

Customers and Collaborators
• Alcoa

• Boeing

• Caterpillar

• Ford

• General Motors

• Knowledge Based Systems Inc. (KBSI)

• Naval Surface Warfare Center

• Oak Ridge National Laboratory

• Third Wave Systems

• U.S. Army Picatinny Arsenal

• University of Florida

• University of Maryland

• University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
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Program results will demonstrate an integrated,
model-based approach for making predictive
knowledge about manufacturing processes 
accessible when key decisions are made.
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PRODUCT

ENGINEERING
Program Manager: Ram D. Sriram

Phone: 301 975 3507

Email: sriram@nist.gov

FTEs: 9

Program Funding: $1077 K

Program Goal 
Establish a semantically based, validated, product

representation scheme as a standard that supports

the seamless interoperability among current and

next-generation computer-aided design (CAD) 

systems and between CAD and other systems that

generate or use product data to help the manufac-

turing industry achieve a 10% reduction in interop-

erability costs and a tenfold improvement in design

exploration capability.

Problem
A major problem with the emergence of various

heterogeneous CAD systems is the lack of interop-

erability among them. Interoperability problems

cost the U.S. automotive supply chain at least $1

billion per year, according to a recent RTI

International study; other industries are in similar

predicaments. This problem has significant 

implications for the costs at all design stages and

overall product cost, because decisions made 

during the design stage determine 70 percent of a

product’s cost over its life.

Approach
This program’s activities and efforts range from

specification and standards development to tech-

nology development and prototype implementation.

The program is intended to provide the foundation

to support the creation of next-generation product

development tools, thereby increasing the 

efficiency, effectiveness, capability, and 

productivity of U. S. industry.  

The primary objectives are to (1) extend the capa-

bilities of ISO 10303 (Standard for the Exchange of

Product Model Data, or STEP) by the provision of

new resources allowing the capture and exchange

of parametric, constraint-based and feature-based

models; (2) develop standard representation and

protocols for exchanging assembly and system-level

tolerance information to enable semantic interop-

erability between design and manufacturing soft-

ware systems, including immersive environments;

(3) generate an information model - based on ISO

STEP - for representing heterogeneous material

data to improve data transfer capabilities from CAD

to rapid prototyping/layered manufacturing

(RP/LM) systems; (4) develop and publish an infor-

mation modeling framework based on a semantical-

ly rich core product representation for the support

of close integration of design and analysis activities

throughout the design lifecycle of an artifact; and

(5)  create a broad foundation for the development

of next-generation product development tools,

which will consist of a core product model for the

representation and exchange of product knowledge,

including design rationale, and implement a proto-

type software tool suite, with a general approach

using formal semantics.

Customers and Collaborators
• Advanced Technology Institute

• American Society of Mechanical Engineers 14.5

• Black and Decker

• Carco Electronics

• Carnegie Mellon University

• George Washington University

• IBM

• ISO

• KAIST (Korea)

• Nihon Unisys (Japan)

• Object Management Group (OMG) 

• Stanford University

• Syracuse University

• Thar Designs

• University of Maryland

• University of Michigan

• University of Missouri-Rolla

• University of Texas-Austin

• University of Wisconsin-Madison

• Washington State University
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SHOP FLOOR AS

AN NMI
Program Manager: Steve Phillips

Phone: 301 975 3565

Email: steven.phillips@nist.gov

FTEs: 2.5

Program Funding: $579 K

Program Goal 
Enable the U.S. industrial dimensional metrology

community to assert measurement traceability to

the Systeme Internationale d’Unites (SI) unit of

length.

Problem
The globalization of the economy is strongly 

driving national and international quality assurance

and accreditation programs such as ISO 9000 and

ISO 17025, as a means of assuring quality control

of components fabricated throughout the world.

Most of these standardization and accreditation

programs require traceable measurements and

hence measurement uncertainty statements.

Consequently, U.S. industry is under new pressures

to comply with these requirements while being

stymied by a poor understanding and incomplete

development of measurement uncertainty and

traceability issues.

Approach 
This program seeks to provide a set of documen-

tary standards, guidelines, and reports to develop

and elucidate metrological traceability and 

measurement uncertainty for dimensional 

metrology.  Additionally, the program seeks to

address specific problematic sources of uncertainty

and conduct research to characterize these sources

in a manner compliant with national and 

international standards.

Customers and Collaborators
• Boeing

• Caterpillar

• Hutchinson Technology

• Mitutoyo America

• Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
(Germany)

• U.S. Air Force
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The rapid rise in laboratory accreditation 
programs over the last decade.
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SMART MACHINE

TOOLS
Program Manager: Johannes A. Soons

Phone: 301 975 6474

Email: soons@nist.gov

FTEs: 5

Program Funding: $866 K

Program Goal 
Develop metrology and standards to enable a machin-

ing or turning center to provide intelligent feedback

on the health of its components and the tolerances it

realizes, while autonomously invoking maintenance

or tuning operations needed to continue producing

the first and every part to specifications. 

Problem
Machine tools are the key tools for discrete part

and tooling fabrication. Improvements in these

machines have a highly leveraged impact through

gains in productivity and product quality. Users of

machine tools need to deal with ever-more com-

plex parts, closer tolerances, shorter lead-times,

and smaller batch sizes. To succeed they need

accurate and reliable machines whose performance

is known and “guaranteed” for a wide variety of

tasks and conditions. However, machine tools are

subject to many error sources that change over

time, are difficult to assess, and have effects that

are task specific and difficult to predict. Thus users

have to resort to costly part inspection and dedi-

cated tuning to achieve requested tolerances.

Moreover, they lack capabilities to harmonize part

design with machine tolerance capabilities.

Approach 
The program is working with industry, academia,

and Other Agencies to develop the enabling metrol-

ogy, smart sensor systems, and standards to char-

acterize, monitor, and improve machine accuracy

and reliability. The emphasis is on agile environ-

ments.The research addresses 1) parameters, test

methods, and standards to evaluate machine per-

formance; 2) standardized formats and infrastruc-

ture for the exchange of performance data; 3)

methods to translate performance parameters into

expected tolerances of machined parts; 4) methods

and sensor applications to monitor and improve

machine accuracy; 5) methods and sensor applica-

tions to monitor and (remotely) diagnose machine

condition and failure; and 6) standards for smart

sensor interfaces, wireless sensor connectivity, and

sensor network capability relevant to condition

monitoring.Results in each of these areas are used

to realize smart machine tool capabilities of

increasing sophistication, demonstrated on a turn-

ing and a machining center.

Customers and Collaborators
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Application of a grid encoder to test and
improve the contouring performance of
a machining center.

• AEPTEC 

• Agilent

• API

• Boeing

• Caterpillar

• Endevco

• EPRI-PEAC

• Ford

• General Motors

• Hardinge 

• Heidenhain

• IQL

• Kistler Instruments

• Lion Precision

• MIMOSA

• NASA

• Northrop Grumman

• Optodyne

• Pratt & Whitney

• Renishaw

• Southern University

• U.S. Army Picatinny
Arsenal

• University of North
Carolina at Charlotte

• University of Florida

• University of
Massachussets

• UNOVA

• VulcanCraft

• Wilcoxon
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SURFACE

METROLOGY
Program Manager: Theodore Vorburger

Phone: 301 975 3493

Email: tvtv@nist.gov

FTEs: 8.5

Program Funding: $887 K

Program Goal 
Deliver with world-leading levels of uncertainty 

to the U.S. metalworking and semiconductor 

industries and to the law enforcement community

the most critical measurement service or standard

required by each in the field of surface and

micrometrology.

Problem
The functional properties of many engineering

components are affected by surface quality.

Therefore, many of these products must be 

specified and measured for surface finish and

microscopic surface feature dimensions. The 

well-being of U.S. manufacturing relies strongly 

on continuous improvement in the accuracy of

industrial surface metrology, which in turn depends

on NIST measurements with ever-lower uncertainty

over an increasing range of surface parameters.

Approach 
We provide calibrations and tests, standard 

reference materials, and expertise on documentary

standards committees in support of improved sur-

face finish metrology and micometrology in United

States industry and government.  We use high-reso-

lution profiling instruments, calibrated with respect

to the Systeme Internationale d’Unites (SI) unit of

length, to perform traceable measurements having

low uncertainty. Using new techniques, we are con-

tinuously upgrading the accuracy of these instru-

ments and the calibration of our master artifacts 

to meet developing customer requirements.

Customers and Collaborators
• American Society of Mechanical Engineers

• Boeing Corporation

• Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms

• Cummins Engine Company

• IBM Almaden Research Center

• International SEMATECH

• National Institute of Justice

• Veeco Instruments

• VLSI Standards, Inc
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Three stages in the manufacture of  standard
bullets: From left to right, fired master, numeri-
cally controlled (NC) machined brass prototype,
and NC machined Reference Material 8240
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SIMA
Program Manager: James E. Fowler

Phone: 301 975 3180

Email: jefowler@nist.gov

FTEs: 2.9 (program management)

Program Funding: $11,752 K

Program Goal 
Reduce time-to-market for highly engineered 

products by improving the productivity of 

engineering and manufacturing through the 

widespread adoption of information standards.

Problem
The inability to freely exchange design and 

production information throughout the supply

chain exacts a multi-billion dollar toll on U.S. 

manufacturing every year. The Systems Integration

for Manufacturing Applications (SIMA) Program

contributes to the development and testing of stan-

dards to improve the exchange of technical data,

ultimately aiming to allow data to be shared easily,

accurately, and routinely among business activities.

Approach 
The SIMA Program sponsors technical research

throughout all NIST’s laboratory units.  SIMA tech-

nical research is carried out to establish rigorous

methods for defining and testing interoperability

solutions, standards specifying information to be

exchanged and the interface mechanisms necessary

to do so, and tests validating potential standards

solutions and implementations.

Customers and Collaborators
• Aerospace Industry

• Automotive Industry

• Construction Industry

• Electronics Industry

• Engineered Materials Industry

• Genomics Industry

• Industrial Equipment Industry

• Pharmaceutical Industry

• Power Industry

• Process Industry

• Software Vendors

• Standards Development

The various external organizations that participate

in SIMA Program research are listed at

http://www.mel.nist.gov/div826/msid/sima/collabs.htm.
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SIMA supports research in each of 
NIST’s laboratories


